Positive Impacts of Covid-19 Pandemic on Various Aspects
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Abstract:
During the year 2020, our globe has faced a disastrous monster in the form of a microscopic virus. Innumerable lives have suffered across various countries and the loss is indeterminable. Sadness, grief, fear and anxiety has taken over all families of those suffering from the deadly virus. The virus has changed the outlook to most aspects. Even in the past, pandemics and infectious diseases as such have put humans in a position to initiate their world anew. The corona pandemic seems to have similar consequences. Apart from the boredom, helplessness, uncertainty of the future, nations also battle against various other issues like economic crises and climatic changes. Living through the pandemic, even though our worlds have shrunk to our house mates and our laptops, but the entire globe stands in it together fighting the common enemy. And more importantly, the pandemic has also brought in some positive changes into the lives of the people as well as on different nations as a whole. The objective of this article is to draw your attention towards the positive impacts of the Covid 19 pandemic. Despite the various drawbacks of the global pandemic, it has also helped our nation and the whole world in various ways.
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Introduction:
The corona pandemic has affected millions of lives across the globe. It has not only had a physical impact on the lives of people, but also there has been a sudden spike in the mental health issues faced by the people. As of May 5, 2020, 3 665 912 patients were diagnosed with the corona virus; of these, 257 337 died [1]. People of all social status have been equally affected by the global pandemic. Stress, anxiety, depression and panic has affected our community in all walks of life. Not being able to attend their jobs, a sudden restriction to their outing and being stuck in a room for days had a major impact on communities throughout. There is a fear of losing jobs, savings and even basic resources like medical supplies and even groceries amongst the people. Along with this there is an accompanying constant fear of disease transmission. All of this fear and apprehension has lead to massive riots in various countries. The lockdown has also resulted in the manifestation of withdrawal symptoms among the people addicted to tobacco and alcohol. But even in this situation of the pandemic, it cannot be denied that a silver lining exists. The positive impact on global warming, which was an emerging global issue cannot be ignored. The air is cleaner, oceans are clearer and the benefit the pandemic has had on the flora and fauna is massive. The Covid19 Pandemic has been in fact a blessing in disguise in various aspects.

Positive impacts:
Global Warming and the green house effect:
Discoveries of the current investigation are upheld by numerous accessible sites/websites, which have detailed positive parts of lockdown, for example, improvement in air quality/mending of nature [2]. The greenhouse gas production has been drastically reduced in the wake of the pandemic. As measures taken to prevent the spread of the virus, factories have been shut, industries closed and local as well as large scale businesses closed down, and fewer vehicles on the roads. This has lead to a decrease in air pollution by 20-30% and has also lead to reduction
in the depletion rate of the ozone layer. Even the canals and oceans have become clearer due to the great reduction in the everyday human activities. According to recent reports by NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) and ESA (European and Space Agency), it is suggested that NO2 emission is reduced by 30%. The transportation decrease is liable for the decays of NO2 and CO, because of the limitation of human versatility (e.g., vehicle utilize diminished in all urban communities during lockdown, and the decreased power utilization is answerable for the decline of SO2 because of the limitations of modern and business exercises [3] [4].

Humankind withdraws inside and the non-human characteristic world thunders out freed. Famously grimy, the streams and waterways on the planet look cleaner, the air fresher, the exhaust cloud gone, the fog scattered and the natural life has occupied the open spaces, Covid lockdowns across the world appear to have various beneficial outcomes on the climate. A great many the individuals have been cooped up inside yet the common world outside has kept on thundering on and the regular world is profiting by our nonattendance. Here, we have examined some significant positive effects of the COVID-19-instigated lockdown on ecological quality by ordering the as of late distributed information from research articles, NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) and ESA (European Space Agency).

Ozone depleting substance emanations and contamination levels the nation over have fallen altogether. A large portion of a year prior Delhi was panting for a much needed refresher saw "emphatically snowcapped" air quality two or three days back. Delhi is presently getting a charge out of one of the least air contamination levels found in the previous decade or more. The equivalent is valid for other metropolitan urban areas like Mumbai and Kolkata.

Hygiene and sanitation:
In the height of the pandemic, people are finally starting to realize the importance of self-cleanliness. As human beings, social distancing can be frustrating to most of us at a point. Though this pandemic though, people have realized the importance of maintaining distance even in daily lives to combat the spread of deadly infectious creatures to some extent. Hand cleanliness was advanced in late January, and a huge increment of Google looks for "washing hands" was seen since January 19, 2020 [5].

From shaking hands to namaste, we as a whole have had a way of life change for the great. From covering our mouths while coughing to sterilizing our hands at regular interval, every small act can make a great difference in combating the spread of the deadly virus. At the individual level, people have started washing their hands more regularly and keeping basic hygiene in mind. Even the governments and autonomous organizations are taking special measures to keep the surroundings clean. The importance of personal and community hygiene has become more highlighted. This habit of incorporating personal hygiene into daily lives will stay with the people even after the pandemic has ended. People are more likely to clean and sanitize surfaces more frequently.

Decreased Accidents and Crime rate:
The number of road traffic accidents has majorly reduced due to the lockdown. Lesser vehicles on road in an attempt to contain the spread of the virus. Avoidance of unnecessary traveling and meetings has also played a role. The economic costs associated with traveling has also greatly reduced. The morbidity and mortality rate has reduced in most countries in the wake of the pandemic. Recent studies have even proved that the crime rate has drastically reduced due to the lockdown. Assault, murders, rapes and robberies have also greatly reduced.
The Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime has expressed in a strategy brief in March 2020 that while understanding the drawn out effect at these beginning phases of the pandemic is troublesome, a few things are clear: the pandemic has caused a decline in some coordinated crimes, while giving new open doors in different regions, causing an adjustment in the "coordinated criminal economy" that might be long term [6] [7]. The report expresses that some criminal associations could exploit the circumstance by growing exercises, with a chance of "the development of criminal gatherings as providers and 'accomplices' of the state in looking after order"[7].

A few specialists said the pattern proposed that passings from COVID-19, which are recorded independently and by and large declared before in general mortality information, were not being under-revealed as has occurred in different nations.

In any case, trauma center specialists, authorities, and crematoriums noticed that severe lockdowns had cut the quantity of street car crashes and passings on India's stuffed railroads, and may likewise be dissuading family members from detailing a family demise.

Everywhere on the world, death rates are being examined to decide the genuine effect of the Covid, which arose in China before the end of last year and is known to have tainted more than 2.7 million individuals internationally, with almost 190,000 passings.

While passings in certain nations have risen forcefully lately, in India, where generally speaking information is inaccessible, the inverse is by all accounts occurring in certain spots, leaving clinics, memorial service administrations and incineration locales considering what is happening.

Optimum use of information and communication technology and digitalization:

- Various institution like schools, business companies and even local offices have adapted to virtual communication modalities by organizing meetings and teaching sessions over video calls. This has resulted in giving more opportunities to various startups like zoom calls and other social networking sites.
- Sharing of innovative ideas, business hacks, tips and various modalities to reduce stress and depression during the lockdown has been done through the social media on a vast scale. It further undoubtedly plays a major role in keeping you connected to your family and friends.
- Finding more innovative digital and online measures of staying connected and healthy is the best we can do in a lockdown situation.
- The pandemic had represented a danger to the entire instruction framework. Schools, colleges, and universities have been closed down. Indeed, it is disheartening however have you taken a gander at the more splendid side at this point? Instructive Institutions have figured out how to beat this monstrously testing arrangement of occasions. Classes have started once more, on account of innovation.
- Online classes have now become the new way of running schools, colleges and various other educational institutions. This has its various advantages as well. Less money is being spent on infrastructure, electricity and the daily working of these vast institutions. Apart from that, parents and guardians can keep a clear check into the child’s educational methods and the classrooms functioning. Learning has become more individual saving more time and money which could bring in better results. Student can also focus more on their areas of interest having more time in hand. Unnecessary travel time and cost has also been saved through the online educational system.
- Demonetisation was the stun that driven India into the computerized period as individuals received online installments in the nonattendance or short inventory of money. Coronavirus is the stun that is
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constraining everybody to receive computerized in all things — from purchasing goods to looking for online meetings with a specialist for minor conditions.

**Greater investment in health care facilities:**
Countries like Columbia which initially had only around 5000 ICUs in the year 2019 has now increased its number to 7000 in the need of the hour. The number of ventilators, emergency facilities and respiratory care equipment has also greatly increased. The general public has also greatly realized the importance of health care facilities and health care providers. The violence against doctors has also significantly reduced at a large scale.

**Private sector helping the cause:**
With the economy falling and the government not being able to fulfill the demands of the hour, the private sectors have been of great help. Switching to the production of various need of the hour including sanitizers, masks, hand gloves is being done by various small and large scale companies. They have also aided the government by providing donations in the form of money and essentials. For example, in countries like Nigeria, the private sectors have been the most helpful by building up hospitals, providing essentials like ventilators have been of great helpful.

**Helps build genuine relationships:**
We all in all have been so clamoring living the 'life,' countless us have lost those certified, genuine minutes we have with our loved ones. It may have been the clamoring schedules, heading over to get by, and rushing to be in squeezing social occasions.

Obviously, maybe you were enough blessed to go for family voyages every now and by then. However, and, all things considered, didn't you dread those impending archives holding up at your workstation?

By and by, the COVID-19 situation has unequivocally influenced the way wherein you carry on and take care of associations. You will contribute your energy with your family and plan your work better. This truly causes you gather a predominant future for both your work and family.

As life moved down, we have found ways to deal with remain related with people, whether or not it's fundamentally. Reconnect with your loved ones and knowing the past.

Not being occupied by work and meetings all day long, the working class has found time to spare for the family and friends in the midst of the pandemic. Staying home for longer hours with their loved ones has increased the strength of the bond they share and provided more time that they can spare for the family and loved ones. Parents ended up spending more quality time with their children will also result in better upbringing of their children.

The pandemic has led to causing individuals to acknowledge estimation of re-interfacing with families[8] and improvement in affection/dating and family relationships.[9] However, the improved relationship measurements could likewise be ascribed to the way that, when everybody is battling a shared adversary, the relational relationship issues are failed to remember, which is perhaps reflected as improved relationships.[10,11] Another clarification for the improved relationship could be a dread of death, which regularly causes individuals to see themselves as powerless, and henceforth, have less activity to battle with others.[12]

**Individual basis:**
The pandemic has cut down unnecessary expenses on transportation, eating outside in restaurants, traveling, entertainment etc. It has incorporated healthier eating habits among people, as the restaurants getting shut down in the lockdown and the risk of transmission of the virus and the fear of the crowd has made people switch to healthier home cooked food.
It has also helped people to spend more time with oneself, focusing on themselves, take out more time for their own hobbies, developing skills like gardening, reading, cooking, dancing etc. People have all invested more time in healthier activities like spirituality, meditation, yoga, workouts which will eventually be helpful in the longer run.

The complexity of disasters will be better understood, triggering higher preparedness levels.

Government has had more time to develop preparedness for disasters like earthquakes, floods, cyclones, landslides and various others faced by different nations. It has given the nations ample of time to research into the preparedness level of the countries and has hence become aware of their disaster management schemes. We know from past examinations that movement limitations have exhibited a beneficial outcome in past SARS, Ebola and bubonic plague episodes [13,14,15].

**Boosting Localism:**
Effectively essential to manageability cognizant buyers, brands' sourcing and creation procedures will turn into a more significant factor for standard customers. Everywhere on the world, customers are presently more for items that are have been created locally. 65% of individuals favor purchasing merchandise and ventures from their own nation. This increments for the individuals who see themselves as supportability dynamic (79%) or connected with (72%). 42% of buyers state they presently give more consideration to the cause of items. In family units with youngsters this increments to 52%. One of every four buyers think the brands they use ought to take creation back to their own nation, while one out of three concern whether they are at a danger from items sent from abroad. Items from China and the US, specifically, are seen as hazardous by individuals in different nations with 60% and 47% separately saying they are marginally/far less for purchasing products and enterprises from those nations [16-18].

China has been the processing plant of the world for a long while now and subsequently it has become the mainstay of worldwide stock chains for everything from chips to sedate APIs. The world has understood that it probably won't be a smart thought to place all investments tied up on one place. This would imply that nations like India that have since quite a while ago trusted that their turn will make for the world would progressively see more unfamiliar organizations set up base and create enormous scope business[19-21]. This can be a boon to the Indian economy. Through this, small scale and local Indian brands have been given a great opportunity in flourishing during the pandemic[22,23]. This has also given a boost to the Make in India Campaign, which further promotes companies to invest and manufacture in India and further increasing incentives dedicated to investments and manufacturing [24-26].

**Conclusion:**
Every single possible measure is being taken by all countries to combat the spread of the virus, but this has forced individuals to change the habits like from shaking hands daily to leaving homes for an outing. Borders have been enforced across nations and travel is not the same during this pandemic war. Response to the virus has also been very emotionally charging as anxiety and fear has shook the public across the globe. The emotional disturbance that the lockdown has caused the people will accompany other long lasting effects of the pandemic like the economic loss. These changes will stay with us far after the medical emergency has died down, affecting our community and its outlook in innumerable ways. The need of the hour is to keep our minds positive individually and do our maximum and best in fighting the virus so that we can emerge victorious.
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